Hello everyone! There have been some changes since the last time we introduced ourselves so here's a re-introduction. We welcomed Rachelle as our new Public Relations chair!
Re-Introducing Our Officers!

President
Dominique Dang

Vice-President
Hanna Shan

Treasurer
Isabella Nieblas

Academic Chair
Samuel Groysman

Secretary
Yahan Lin

P.R. Chair
Rachelle Soriano
Faculty Speaker Events

For the month of February, the CBC has invited Dr. Scott and Dr. Wang to share their research with our community! This is the perfect opportunity to learn more about research at CSULA and to get to know Dr. Scott and Dr. Wang!

Dr. Caitlin Scott
Assistant Professor
Biochemistry

February 8th @ 10 am
Fields of Study: Computational and Biological Chemistry
Description: The development of drugs to target proteins in the brain using molecular dynamics, docking, and virtual ligand screening.

Zoom Link
Flyer

Dr. Yixian Wang
Associate Professor
Chemistry

February 9th @ 11 am
Fields of Study: Parkinson’s Disease, Analytical chemistry, and more!
Description: Her lab studies the molecular mechanism of Parkinson's Disease and uses plasmonic electrochemical microscopy to image electrochemical reactions.

Zoom Link
Flyer
Spring 2024
Coffee Hour
First Monday of Every Month
12 PM - 2 PM @ BIOS 302

The CBC is excited to announce that we are starting coffee hours! Take a break and join the officers at the club room for some drinks and snacks.

Submit anything you would like to share with the CBC community and we'll include it in our next newsletter!

Submission Form (Stories, Achievements, Events, etc.)

Helpful Links & Resources

Discord Server  CBC Instagram  CBC Website

Center for Academic Success  Chem & Biochem Department

Chemistry and Biochemistry Department, 5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90032, United States, (323)343-2300
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